Draft Hybrid Definition

A hybrid course blends online components and required face-to-face meetings. A substantial portion of the course learning activity is delivered online; face-to-face meeting time is reduced by at least 40% compared to a traditional on-campus course. A hybrid course is considered a Corvallis campus or Cascades campus course.

OSU Hybrid Course Development Pilot Program Participants

**Winter ’12 Hybrid Faculty Learning Community**

1. Dawn Anzinger – FOR 241 – Summer ’12 (first offering of course as hybrid)
2. Kathy Becker Blease – PSY 202 – Spring ’12
3. Viktor Bovbjerg – H 100 – Fall ’12
4. Sara Jameson – WR 327 – Fall ’12
5. Joe Zaworksi – ENGR 213 – Spring ’12

**Spring ’12 Hybrid Faculty Learning Community**

1. Amy Bourne – BA 211 – Fall ’12
2. Patti Duncan – WS 325 – Fall ’12
3. Amy Harwell – Z 341 – Fall ’12
4. Patti Sakurai – ES 231 – Fall ’12
5. Andrew Valls – PS 206 – Spring ’13